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EFT (Emotional Freedom Techniques) is used by an estimated 10 million people worldwide. Yet
a lack of standardization has led to a field in which dozens of forms of EFT, with varying degrees
of fidelity to the original, can be found. This led to the establishment of Clinical EFT, the form of
EFT taught in the original EFT Manual and associated materials, and validated in over 20 clinical
trials.In this volume, the most noted scholars, researchers and clinicians in the field compile a
definitive outline of the EFT protocol, as it is applied in medicine, psychiatry, psychotherapy, and
life coaching. This volume covers• Integrative Medical Settings• Special Populations (such as
Children, Veterans, Addicts)• Sports and Business Performance• Innovations in EFT.These
handbooks are essential reading for anyone wishing to understand EFT as validated in
research, science, and best clinical practice.

About the AuthorDawson Church, PhD, is an award-winning author whose best-selling book,
The Genie in Your Genes, has been hailed as a breakthrough in the field of epigenetics. He has
published numerous scientific papers, with a focus on the remarkable self-healing mechanisms
now emerging at the intersection of emotion and gene expression. He applies these
breakthroughs to health and athletic performance through EFT Universe.com, which is one of
the largest alternative medicine sites on the web. He was educated at Baylor University and
Holos University, where he earned his doctorate under the tuition of Harvard-trained
neurosurgeon Norm Shealy, MD, PhD, with whom he co-authored Soul Medicine: Awakening
Your Inner Blueprint for Abundant Health and Energy. He is editor emeritus of the peer-reviewed
journal Energy Psychology: Theory, Research & Treatment, and founded the nonprofit National
Institute for Integrative Healthcare to research and train practitioners in energy psychology. He
works with businesses and sports teams to achieve peak performance; he no longer accepts
private clients but instead refers them to the certified practitioners at EFT Universe. --This text
refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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N. Janzen, “An Incredibly Useful And Comprehensive Overview Of The Best Methods, Styles
and Innovations In EFT. This book presents an invaluable resource for practitioners, students
and anyone seriously interested in applying EFT to themselves and their clients and/or loved
ones. It compiles all the best techniques currently in use and offers them, one per chapter, in the
words of the innovators who developed them. Just this aspect alone I found to be extremely
helpful.It also gives a good summation of where the science behind EFT is currently at and
offers the latest explanations as to why it works (the why has been the only question for many of
us, having experienced the undeniable fact of its effectiveness).I have highlighted many
passages outlining methods I can't wait to try - and have already tried several new approaches
that turned out to be exactly what clients needed at just the right time. I will be referring to this
book often. It's the ultimate EFT "cheat sheet"!”

Scarlet, “Brilliant. Brilliant book to follow on from Volume 1. Much really helpful advice and
examples.”

Paul Wattam, “Very good content for the advanced professional. Very good content for the
advanced professional”

Freyves, “Une somme sur l'EFT. J'ai eu la chance de participer à cet ouvrage et d'y amener l'une
ou l'autre perspective nouvelle sur l'utilisation professionnel de l'EFT. Cet outil appartient à un
courant appelé aux USA Energy Psychology (psychologie énergétique) qui est de plus en plus
présentée comme un des axes des Thérapies Cognitivo-Comportementales (TCC) de la 3ème
vague. IL présente toute une série d'articles réalisés par des spécialistes de la santé mentale ou
de la psychothérapie qui apportent à l'outil EFT diverses nouvelles voies d'application. Celles-ci
vous permettront de mieux utiliser l'outil dans le cadre d'un suivi psychothérapeutique de grande
qualité.”

The book by Justin S. Holcomb has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 9 people have provided feedback.
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